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Iowa State University: Crew Club Catastrophic Incident
Independent Investigation Report
I.

INTRODUCTION

On March 28, 2021, Iowa State University (ISU) and the Crew Club at Iowa State University (ISU
Crew Club), which operates within the ISU Department of Recreation Services (Recreation Services),
experienced a catastrophic accident involving the deaths of two ISU students, Yaakov Ben-David and
Derek Nanni, during an ISU Crew Club water practice (the Incident). Thereafter, and in an effort to
secure an independent review of the Incident, ISU General Counsel engaged the U.S. Council for
Athletes’ Health (USCAH)1 to investigate the Incident and various aspects of the ISU Crew Club and
Recreation Services sport club functions at ISU as those pertain to the Incident and provide ISU with a
summary of its investigation steps, information collected, conclusions reached, and its
recommendations to ISU for mitigating safety risks within its ISU Crew Club and other Recreation
Services Sport Clubs (Sport Clubs) moving forward.
Specifically, and in addition to gathering an understanding of the Incident itself, 2 the investigation
objectives were as follows:
•

•

•
•

Evaluate relevant ISU Crew Club and Recreation Services health and safety measures and
other applicable policies and procedures in place at the time of the Incident, as well as relevant
ISU Crew Club and Recreation Services structures and functions in place and operational at the
time of the Incident;
Evaluate material decisions made (or not made) leading up to the Incident (and to a lesser extent
post-Incident), and other policy, procedure, structure, and/or function breakdowns/failures in
connection with the Incident;
Identify policies, procedures, measures, structures and/or functions that were not in place at the
time of the Incident but that could have potentially prevented or mitigated the Incident; and
Identify prevention measures and best practices for the ISU Crew Club and all Sport Clubs
moving forward to help ISU prevent future incidents and continue to foster student independence
in Sport Clubs while enhancing and maintaining appropriate ISU supervision regarding health
and safety.

This Report presents the results of USCAH’s independent review in this matter, conducted between
April 2021 and August 2021 regarding the Incident as well as various aspects of the ISU Crew Club and
other Sport Club functions at ISU.
II.

SUMMARY OF USCAH INVESTIGATIVE OBJECTIVES AND KEY STEPS

The USCAH investigation was conducted as an independent investigation, by qualified
investigators, with reliance on information provided by eight witnesses, USCAH expertise, a third-party
expert in the rowing field, and ISU documents and third-party publications as follows:

1

USCAH is committed to partnering with organizations such as ISU to ensure optimal healthcare and safety is
provided for athletes at every level of athletic participation. In the complex world of athletic healthcare and risk
management, USCAH is a trusted, independent partner with the experience and expertise to advise and consult
with regarding healthcare and safety delivery systems. With nearly 300 years of experience in athletic healthcare,
the USCAH professionals provide an external, independent, unbiased and diverse, multidisciplinary approach to
address all aspects of athlete healthcare delivery including prevention, compliance, assessment, personnel,
programming and more.
2
USCAH was tasked as stated in this section and was not tasked with the official law enforcement or other
regulatory body investigation of the Incident. USCAH notes that Incident investigations and reports have also been
conducted and created by the ISU Police Department and the Iowa DNR (and possibly others) in accordance with
each entity/agency’s governing law, rules/policies, and standard procedures. To the extent that an understanding
of the Incident itself was necessary to satisfy USCAH’s objectives stated herein, that information was collected,
considered, and is memorialized herein.
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A. Independent Investigators
•

U.S. Council for Athletes’ Health: James Borchers, MD, MPH; Robert Sweeney, MS, AT;
Jennifer Novak, MS, AT; and Angela Beisner, MA, AT.

B. Witness Interviews
1. ISU Employees Interviewed
•
•
•
•

Dustin Gentry, ISU Crew Club Volunteer Coach (hereinafter Gentry). Interview conducted
June 15, 2021.
Garry Greenlee, Associate Director of Facilities for Recreation Services (hereinafter Greenlee).
Interview conducted June 22, 2021.
Jeffrey Iles, Professor and Chair of ISU Horticulture Department since 2001 (hereinafter Iles).
Faculty advisor to the ISU Crew Club since 2018. Interview conducted June 22, 2021.
Landon Wolfe, Assistant Director for Sport Clubs in Recreation Services (hereinafter Wolfe).
Listed as a Sport Club coordinator for every club and serves as a “backup advisor” for every
club. Interview conducted June 10, 2021.

2. Crew Club Members/Officers Interviewed
•
•
•
•

(at time of interview), as well as ISU Crew Club
member,
, and surviving Crew Member from date of Incident (hereinafter
). Interview conducted May 7, 2021.
), ISU Crew Club member,
, and
surviving Crew Club member from date of Incident (hereinafter
). Interview conducted
May 25, 2021.
), ISU Crew Club member,
, and surviving member from date of Incident (hereinafter
). Interview
conducted May 10, 2021.
ISU Crew Club member and
(hereinafter
). Interview conducted May 26, 2021.

C. Documents Reviewed
Record was kept of all information collected and considered during this investigation. To the extent
such information was deemed relevant and material to USCAH conclusions or recommendations in this
matter, it is summarized herein (and/or referenced in the Report below).
In summary, the following types of documentary information were collected and reviewed as part of the
investigation:
•

Policies, Procedures and Protocols
o Iowa State University Recreation Services Sport Clubs Manual 2020-2021
o Student Organization Recognition Policy
o Crew Club at Iowa State University Constitution
o Crew Club Operations Manual

•

Online information provided by Rowing Expert, Mark Wilson
o https://usrowing.org/sports/2016/5/27/1135 132107060688980085.aspx
o https://www.britishrowing.org/knowledge/safety/rowsafe/
o https://www.rowpa.org/safety-rules
o https://www.britishrowing.org/knowledge/online-learning/safety/
o https://www.britishrowing.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Safety-Alert-Cold-Water-Kills1.pdf
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1xohI3B4Uc
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o
•

III.

http://www.coldwaterbootcamp.com/pages/home.html
https://rowsafeusa.org/cold-facts/

Text message exchanges between the following:
o ISU Crew Club Executive Board members; and
o
and
.
SUMMARY OF RELEVANT/MATERIAL EVIDENCE & CONCLUSIONS

A. The Incident
•

•

•

•

•

•

On March 28, 2021, five ISU Crew Club members,
, Ben-David,
, Nanni, and
(the Crew Members) headed out on the Little Wall Lake in Hamilton County, Iowa (the
Practice Lake3) around 9am, initially taking time on the water (approximately the first thirty
minutes) to continue training with the newest Crew Members: Ben-David and Nanni. The
morning practice was reported as being the first water practice for the team in more than a year
because of Covid-19 restrictions, and the first-ever water practice in the sport for Ben-David and
Nanni.
Wind speeds were reported to be greater than 14mph. Specific wind speeds can be found within
the Iowa DNR report however, wind speeds of at least 15 mph were relayed via text between
Crew members before the practice started. Crew Members specifically discussed the weather
multiple times prior to practice, including that there were 15mph winds early in the morning, but
ultimately decided to continue with the water practice (see additional details in “Weather-Related
Decisions” section below). Surviving Crew Members reported that it was cold at the start of
practice, but the water looked fine.
Crew Members held a “huddle of sorts” prior to going on the water, but it revolved around how
to get in the boat and how to hold the handle since it was Nanni and Ben-David’s first time rowing
on the water. Surviving Crew Members reported that they were very cold, so this “huddle” and
basics training went quickly. Some Crew Members were wearing extra clothing to keep warm
(e.g., jackets, sweatpants), whereas others were wearing minimal clothing or clothing not ideal
for cold weather/water related activities (e.g., denim jacket, shorts, t-shirts).
There was a decision to wet dock (a common practice in which individuals launch from knee
depth water if a dock is not available) from a beach area rather than the normal wet dock
location, as the other area on the north side of the lake where some of the Crew Members had
wet docked in the past was determined to be unsafe because of the sharp rocks.
When the Crew Members pushed offshore, the more experienced Crew Members were in the
outside seats and Ben-David and Nanni were seated in the middle seats. The boat was lined up
and heading straight out in the Practice Lake. After about 30 minutes focusing on training for
Ben-David and Nanni, and while they were in the middle of the Practice Lake, Crew Members
felt a breeze and saw the water and wind, with bigger gusts coming in. Crew Members ultimately
decided to turn around and go back in. They stopped rowing and tried to turn around. However,
they had trouble doing so. Surviving Crew Members recall the difficulty being a combination of
waves and two of the Crew Members just learning how to set the boat. While they were halfway through the turn, perpendicular to the waves, a wave hit the side of the boat and, while
Crew Members tried to recover/set the boat, another wave hit the side of the boat and it flipped.
After the boat flipped, initially all Crew Members were above the water. While the Crew Members
initially discussed getting the boat back to the shore, they quickly decided that it was cold and
hard to breathe, and they should leave the boat, and individually try to get back to shore as
quickly as possible.
and
were helped to shore by bystanders in the area.

3

Little Wall Lake is a secondary practice site for the Crew Club at Iowa State. Hickory Grove Lake is the primary
practice site, however, has been closed for several months due to water levels. For purposes of this investigation,
Little Wall will be referred to as the Practice Lake and Hickory Grove Lake will be named throughout, as necessary.
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•

•

made it to shore on her own. The other two Crew Members, Ben-David and Nanni, did
not make it to shore and did not survive. The three surviving Crew Members,
,
and
, were taken to a hospital immediately.
Recreation Services employee Greenlee was notified of the Incident within an hour or two of the
same. He notified Wolfe and Gentry thereafter. Greenlee was told that the operation was a
“recovery” effort and that there was nothing he could do. Greenlee helped to relay information
needed and went to the scene of the Incident later in the afternoon to help make sure the boat
trailer and truck were transported back to campus properly.
Other ISU Crew Club team members (who were not at the early morning practice) had cancelled
a second practice scheduled for later in the morning due to weather. This decision was made
prior to learning of the Incident.

B. ISU Crew Club Information, Roles/Responsibilities/Oversight, Policies & Funding
1. Sport Clubs at ISU & the ISU Crew Club – General Information/Overview
There are over 900 student organizations at ISU ranging in categories from academics to military,
leadership, religion, music, fraternities/sororities and politics. Intramural and Sport Clubs (such as the
ISU Crew Club) fall into these categories and fall under Recreation Services.
Each student organization is generally student-led and has a constitution maintained and revised
by the student members and reviewed by an ISU department. There is a Recreation Services liaison
for all clubs and each club is required to have an advisor. Sport Clubs can elect to have a volunteer
coach assist with instruction and skills. Daily club management and function is required by the student
executive members within their respective club. There are some university-based guidelines in place
for all organizations regarding travel, drugs and alcohol, harassment, to name a few. Health and safety
guidelines are at the discretion of each club’s constitution, established by the club’s student executive
members.4
The ISU Crew Club was established in 2002 and sits under Recreation Services (as one of the Sport
Clubs). The typical team size of the ISU Crew Club is 25-30 students. (See ISU Crew Club website).
Like other Sport Clubs, the ISU Crew Club is primarily student-led. ISU Crew Club members elect a
President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer to provide club leadership. The ISU Crew Club has
a faculty advisor and has also traditionally secured a volunteer coach. The ISU Crew Club is governed
by its constitution (discussed below in relevant parts) as well as other ISU and Recreation Services
policies also discussed in more detail herein.
No experience is required to join the ISU Crew Club and member abilities vary from novice to expert.
Since the date of the Incident, oversight of the ISU Crew Club has been moved to risk management
and ISU Crew Club activities have been suspended pending the outcome of various investigations into
the Incident.
2. Roles, Responsibilities and Oversight Related to the ISU Crew Club
Ultimately, this investigation led to the conclusion that the ISU Crew Club did not have in place
proper ISU Crew Club and Recreation Services roles, responsibilities and oversight at the time of the
Incident. A summary of the relevant and material facts and elaboration on conclusions reached in this
regard are set forth more fully below.

4

For Sport Clubs, a “Sport Club Council” was also created. One person from each club is elected to act as a
representative to this Council. The Sport Club Council meets regularly to review budget, promotion, policies, and
scheduling.
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As stated above, Sport Clubs are within Recreation Services at ISU. During investigation, the
following was found relevant and material with regard to the Recreation Services’ and ISU Crew Club
roles, responsibilities, and oversight:
a. ISU Policy
•

The ISU Crew Club is considered an “Affiliated” student organization, Iowa State Student
Organization Database website. “Student Organization – Affiliated” is defined in the Student
Organization Recognition document, page 11. Included in the definition are the following
statements: a) “A university department or unit must provide oversight and direct responsibility
for the organization and its activities,” b) “In addition to the university resources available to all
recognized organizations, affiliated organizations shall: [fourth bullet point] Receive support from
the university in regards to risk assessment/management, legal advice, and contract review.”
b. Recreation Services/Assistant Director of Sport Clubs (Wolfe)

•

The Sport Clubs Manual, page 6, indicates as follows with regard to the role of “Assistant
Director, Sport Clubs”:
“Recreation Services provides a professional staff member to direct and monitor all Sport Clubs
and their activities. The Assistant Director of Sport Clubs serves as a consultant to clubs on dayto-day operations and special events. The Assistant Director acts as an advisor to the Sport
Clubs Council and is responsible for ensuring that their efforts benefit all Sport Clubs.”
“The Assistant Director sees that all rules and regulations are followed and takes disciplinary
action when they are not. The Assistant Director serves as a liaison between the Sport Clubs
participants and Iowa State University Administration. The Assistant Director also oversees club
member discipline, budgeting allocations, purchases, safety, risk management, and serves as
the primary consultant for trips, tournaments, special events, and facility reservations. The
Assistant Director reports directly to the Recreation Services Associate Director for Student
Success who in turn has final authority over all Sport Clubs and their activities.”

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

5

Other than stating that he generally worked “with the risk management department to ensure all
departmental and university policies are followed,” and helped with ISU Crew Club equipment
repairs and scheduling (including scheduling space for a swim proficiency test), the Assistant
Director did not cite to specific instances where he was involved in safety or other risk mitigation
measures with regard to the ISU Crew Club.
ISU Crew Club members reported that they believed the Assistant Director oversees all Sport
Clubs (about 50 clubs) but doesn’t have any real authority over the club other than to facilitate
budget meetings.
Members also stated that the Assistant Director had little to do with the ISU Crew Club and did
not interact with the ISU Crew Club frequently or regarding safety measures.
Surviving Crew Members indicated that, other than “travel” approvals, they had no contact with
the Assistant Director regarding the practice on the day of the Incident.
Concerning the Assistant Director role, Gentry reported his perception was that the Assistant
Director role includes financial support, but that there are significant financial needs difference
between the sport of rowing and most other Sport Clubs (see discussion below).
Gentry reported that Recreation Services does not understand the sport of rowing or the costs
associated; that the Crew Club is managed in the same fashion as other Sport Clubs; and, that
some ISU Crew Club Members feel as though the Recreation Services staff members appear
bothered by Crew Club requests.
reported feeling that the Crew Club’s relationship with Recreation Services exists for a
means/location to park the trailer and store the boats, and that ISU’s lack of support is the sole
reason that the Crew Club does not have a functioning launch 5 or a dock.

A “launch” is a trailing motorized boat used by instructors, coaches, or umpires to observe rowing activities.
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•
•
•

indicated that the Crew Club executive team emails Wolfe “constantly,” hoping for a
response, and that she believes the Crew Club communicates more with Wolfe than any other
club, much of which relates to fundraising and funding.
Both
and
report unnecessary restrictions from Campus Recreation, which limits
the ISU Crew Club’s abilities.
reported ISU leadership turning a blind eye to the ISU
Crew Club’s activities.
ISU Crew Club members consistently reported feeling that the relationship with Recreation
Services is strained primarily due to lack of financial support, lack of assistance with club
functions and requests, and enforcement of university rules and regulations that restrict club
functions.
c. Faculty Advisor (Iles)

•

Sport Clubs Manual, page 10, Iles’ role “Sport Club Advisors” includes:
o “Each club is required to select an advisor who is a full-time member of the ISU faculty
or staff. The roles and responsibilities of the advisor are described below:
“The advisor is encouraged to work closely with the officers and offer input into the club’s
decision-making process; they should not assume an overwhelming leadership position
within the organization.”
“The advisor lends his/her experience, judgment, knowledge, and assists the club
members in the development of the club.”
“The advisor helps maintain continuity in club programming and provides knowledge of
university policies and procedures.”
“The advisor is encouraged to counsel club leaders and members in regards to individual
and club issues.”
And, according to the “Crew Club at Iowa State University Constitution” document (the Crew
Club Constitution), Article V: Executive Board, Advisor:
“iii. The advisor shall be informed of all safety concerns and work with the Executive
Board for immediate corrective action.”

•
•
•
•

•

Iles is a professor and chair of the Horticulture Department at ISU. He has served as the ISU
Crew Club advisor since 2018.
Iles has significant experience in the sport of rowing, having rowed at Michigan State for four
years, participated in Olympic Trials in 1996, and rowed for the Iowa State Crew Club as well.
Information collected indicated Iles had limited presence at practices and limited interaction with
the ISU Crew Club.
The Crew Club did not share their safety concerns directly with Iles and Iles reported that he
was not aware of the concerns. Specifically, Iles stated that he was not aware of safety launch
concerns. In his interview he expressed the significant importance of having a safety launch at
every water practice and could not understand why that did not occur.
Members of the ISU Crew Club who participated in this investigation indicated that they did not
believe that the advisor had authority with regard to the ISU Crew Club. Members reported that
they believed his role was mostly financial oversight and availability for club advice, and that Iles
served mainly as a mediator between the university and the club.
d. Volunteer Coach (Gentry)

•

According to the ISU Recreation Services Sport Clubs Manual 2020-2021 (the Sport Clubs
Manual), page 10, “Sport Club Coaches,” specific areas of review for this position include:
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“4. All approved coaches are required to go through a Coaches’ Orientation with the
Assistant Director and Risk Management Representative, if scheduling allows for that year.”
“6. The coach must restrict his/her involvement with the club to teaching and coaching in
practices and games, providing guidance in scheduling future opponents, and providing
expertise to the club members which will help them improve at their particular activity. The
coach should not participate in other areas of club management, such as officer elections,
budget development, or editing of the club constitutions. Sport Club organizations are
student-run, student-driven organizations and the student leadership and membership of
each organization is ultimately responsible for the management and direction of the club.”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On the other hand, according to the Crew Club Constitution, Article IV: Coaching, “The coach is
required to work with the Head Coxswain and Vice President regarding practice workouts.”
Gentry rowed at ISU as an undergraduate and has coached the ISU Crew Club for over ten
years. Surviving Crew Members reported that he tries to attend practices once a week and is a
good coach who gives good advice.
Any Volunteer Coach payment is up to and arranged by a club’s Executive Board, and club
coaches sign a volunteer contract and complete travel waivers required by the club and
Recreation Services.
Gentry reported that he understands his Volunteer Coach role to include oversight of water
practice and travel with the team to weekend regattas as time permits.
It is unclear what training or orientation Gentry attended in connection with his role during 2020
or 2021.
Gentry also reported that due to his limited availability, he trains and “relies on coxswains” to
conduct some water practices, and then when he is able to attend, he takes a seat in the boat
to coach on the water.
Wolfe clarified that with Sport Clubs, students are “in charge” and coaches are there to offer
technical skill instruction.
Gentry was not present for the practice on the date of the Incident.
e. ISU Crew Club Student Leadership6

•

•

According to the “Student Organization Recognition” document, page 4, “Each organization
must identify the member responsible for risk management. This could be an existing officer (for
example: president or treasurer) or a new officer position identified in the constitution and
bylaws.”
According to the Crew Club Constitution, Article V: Executive Board: Vice President:
“iii. The Vice President shall be responsible for the safety of all members of the CCISU at all
activities pertaining to the club. Responsible for ensuring all Iowa State waivers are
submitted prior to any assumption of risk by the club or the individual. The Vice President
shall, along with the other Executive members, develop and enforce safety guidelines
including but not limited to the rules dictated in [Article VIII].”
“iv. Keep an updated log of equipment and equipment conditions, present proposals for new
equipment to executive board, and work with the treasurer to purchase.”
“v. Responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of the club equipment, including the trailer,
launch, motor, oars, and shells etc. May organize mandatory work parties to facilitate upkeep
and repair of equipment.”

6

This section (and the accompanying conclusions and recommendations sections below) address facts and
conclusions as they relate to the roles and responsibilities of the ISU Crew Club Vice President - as those are laid
out in the Constitution and other relevant policy (and only to the extent non-compliance concerns are noted). To
the extent that facts, conclusions or recommendations are made and/or relate to the actions of ISU Crew Club
leaders within their respective roles and on the date of the Incident, those are contained in sections below.
Copyright 2021 USCAH: Confidential
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“vii. The Vice President is responsible for anything related to [r]isk management. This
includes, minimizing potential risk for the club, recommend risk management procedures,
submit proper documentation to ISU Risk Management Office, and ensure proper waiver
and background checks are on file with Risk Management if applicable.”
•

The Crew Club Constitution, however, also states that the Club President and coxswain are
responsible for all weather-related decisions.
f. Conclusions – Roles, Responsibilities and Oversight Related to the ISU Crew Club
i. General:

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

There is a lack of clarity in ISU administrative roles and responsibilities; both published and in
practice.
Specifically, there is not a clear university staff member responsible for health and safety for all
Sport Clubs within the university, specifically in this instance concerning the ISU Crew Club.
The self-reported and perceived duties for those in leadership positions at the university is
unclear. For instance, there is an advisor for the Crew Club [Iles], he feels he has limited or no
decision-making power, and the Club Members who participated in this investigation similarly
reported that they are not aware of the advisor's specific responsibilities and reported that they
believed the advisor did not have authority over the Club.
All interviewed parties agreed that students are “in charge” of the ISU Crew Club, with no
specifics regarding minimum standards for safety, training and equipment repair.
Current Sport Clubs structure establishes student leaders as the final decision makers on Sport
Club activities. This includes the following:
o Final decision-making regarding the ability to practice safely;
o Practice design and implementation;
o Equipment repair and replacement;
o Development of safety protocols; and
o Participant education.
ISU representatives do not appear to have decision-making ability as it pertains to the ISU Crew
Club and are not asked to establish safety protocols, provide education, or be present at
practice.
Further, it seems there are poorly established relationships between the ISU Crew Club and ISU
leadership due in part to the lack of transparency of each stakeholders’ roles and responsibilities,
and as is apparent via student interviews, lack of support both financially and functionally.
ii. Recreation Services/Assistant Director of Sport Clubs (Wolfe):

•

•

The Assistant Director position description contains a significant number of responsibilities, all
of which could not be adequately performed by one individual based on the number of Sport
Clubs. The position should be evaluated to determine the number of individuals necessary to
support the role in order to adequately perform the duties as described in the Sport Clubs
Manual.
The Assistant Director, as of the date of the Incident, neglected to fulfill the following roles,
responsibilities and oversight duties:
o Serve as a consultant to the ISU Crew Club on day-to-day operations;
o See that all rules and regulations are followed and take disciplinary action when they are
not; and
o Serve as a liaison between the Sport Club Members and ISU Administration, and
oversee ISU Crew Club Member safety and risk management.
iii. Faculty Advisor (Iles):
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•

Due to the unclear directives and authority delegations in existing policy, the advisor [Iles] and
the Club did not have the advisor-club relationship detailed in the Sport Clubs Manual. For
example:
o Iles and the club did not work closely together during the club decision making
processes;
o The advisor and the Club did not have a relationship where the advisor offered or the
club sought Iles' extensive experience, judgment or knowledge to assist the Crew Club
members in the development of the ISU Crew Club. Based on his background with the
sport of rowing, Iles’ was qualified to hold the position of advisor for the Crew Club at
Iowa State;
o Lack of clarity and duties in policy contributed to advisor and club not working together
to maintain continuity within the club.
o Based on the interviews, Iles and the ISU Crew Club members were unclear on the
duties associated with Iles’ role and all parties agreed there was very little to no
involvement in any ISU Crew Club activity with the exception of approval processes via
computer-based systems; and
o Further, Iles was not aware of key safety concerns and involved in safety matters (e.g.,
he was not aware that the Crew Club did not have a functioning safety launch for all
water practices).
iv. Volunteer Coach (Gentry):

•
•
•
•

•

In USCAH’s perception based on the interviews, Gentry met the listed criteria for his role as set
forth above.
A “volunteer” coach is permitted to oversee the ISU Crew Club; however, there is currently no
formal on-boarding process or defined set of expectations or responsibilities.
Notably, while it is unclear whether Gentry underwent a Coaches’ Orientation for the 2020 year,
the language indicates that this orientation is optional (“if scheduling allows for that year”).
Further, the restriction of coach involvement as stated in the Sport Clubs Manual (“the coach
must restrict his/her involvement with the club…”), and the Crew Club Constitution (which
includes provisions requiring the coach to be involved with the decision-making as it pertains to
practices and weather safety) are contradictory and create confusion with respect to this role.
Regardless, the Crew Club Constitution requirement that the coach work with the Head
Coxswain and Vice President concerning practice did not happen all of the time (and specifically,
on the date of the Incident). On the date of the Incident, the
was
running a water practice and making weather-related decisions without consultation from the
coach.
v. ISU Crew Club Student Leadership:

•

•

The Crew Club has assigned this risk management responsibility to the Vice President’s role,
though it is unclear what the responsibilities of this role include and what is included in the
training for this role. Per the Crew Club Constitution, this individual is not responsible for making
the final decision pertaining to safe weather rowing or safety on the date of Incident. This
responsibility is with the dual role, Head Coxswain/President 7.
The Crew Club Constitution creates conflict in responsibilities between the Vice President and
the Head Coxswain. Specifically, the Crew Club Constitution states the coxswain for each
practice has the final decision regarding weather safety which overrides the Vice President’s
responsibility pertaining to safety decisions.

7

The Head Coxswain is elected by the Crew Club and holds a leadership position for all other coxswains. On
the date of incident, the Crew Club
served in the roles of
.
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•

As stated above, the Vice President for the Crew Club is not empowered to perform full safety
functions regarding the weather-related decision responsibility when the coxswain can override
weather-related safety decisions.

3. Other Policies, Procedures, Waivers and the Crew Club Constitution
In addition to the matters raised in sections above with regard to ISU and ISU Crew Club related
policies, procedures, waivers, and the Crew Club Constitution, the following is also noted:
a. Other ISU/Recreation Services Policy
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

According to the “Student Organization Recognition” document, page 4, “The president,
treasurer (or parallel leadership positions) and adviser(s) of each organization shall agree to
inform their membership of ISU’s policies affecting their organization and provide assurance that
their organization will comply with these policies.”
Regarding the education of policies and procedures, Wolfe states “not all members have a
review.” He explains that every Sport Club is a member of the Sport Club Council and every
club has representation.
The Sport Club Council hosts three weeks of training for the representative(s) of each club and
holds regular meetings throughout the academic year. Much of the content is “refreshing
information” and some of it is relaying new information. The programming brings in guest
speakers from many areas and in the past training they brought in an individual from the Office
of Risk Management.
There is not a follow-up for representatives that miss the training sessions, and the training is
not relayed to other club members.
Iles was unaware of any policies or procedures that are reviewed with Crew Club members at
the start of each year.
,
, and
reported that they have not received any policy and procedure
education as a member of the Crew Club.
reported that when a safety protocol becomes relevant, they review it with the other
members.
Concerning the Incident, all parties interviewed agreed that no policies or procedures were
reviewed at any point throughout their involvement in the Crew Club.
b. Crew Club Constitution - General

•

•
•

Every ISU Sport Club is required to maintain a constitution and all constitutions are reviewed by
the Student Activities Center. Revisions are sent to the club officers and when changes are
made, the constitutions are uploaded to the club-specific website. Wolfe does not participate in
the review or revisions of the constitution. When an issue arises, he reviews the club’s
constitution for any relevant guidance.
Iles reported that he is aware that there is a Crew Club Constitution but that it “skirts his
authority,” and Gentry reported being aware of the Crew Club Constitution and acknowledged
that it is reviewed every year, but he is unaware of how it was developed.
relayed that the Crew Club has a new Crew Club Constitution this year, which was
accepted just one week before the Incident. Of note, the Crew Club Constitution referred to
herein was accepted March 25, 2021, three days prior to the date of the Incident.
states
that the previous Constitution had no provisions for safety.
c. Conclusions – Other Policies, Procedures, Waivers and the Crew Club Constitution

•
•

There are no policies and procedures within Recreation Services that are communicated to the
ISU Crew Club members. Policies, procedures, and protocols that are enforced by the ISU Crew
Club appear to be student-driven per their respective Constitution.
A constitution appears to be the guiding document for all Sport Clubs. Changes were made to
the Crew Club Constitution to address some safety concerns three days prior to the Incident.
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While oversight of the Crew Club Constitution document is maintained by the university, the
implementation and enforcement of said document has no oversight by a university staff
member, most notably in this situation, the requirement of a launch at all water practices (see
additional details in Section C.3 below).
4. Club Funding Issues
This investigation allowed Crew Club members to express concerns with funding at the time of the
Incident and moving forward. USCAH was not provided financial documentation and therefore can
neither support nor deny the expressed concerns. A summary of the relevant and material facts and
elaboration on conclusions reached in this regard are set forth more fully below.
a. Summary of Issues
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Per Recreation Services (see Sport Clubs Manual, pages 13-16 “Tier System”), Sport Club
funding is determined by a “tiered” point system. This allows for priority funding and incentivizing
Sport Club involvement. Of note, the ISU Crew Club is Tier 2 along with other sports such as
archery, men’s basketball, badminton, equestrian, water polo, canoeing and kayaking. Tier 1
teams include: baseball, lacrosse, women’s hockey, rugby, soccer, softball and ultimate frisbee.
The Assistant Director manages this Tier System.
Members of the Crew Club unanimously agree upon frustration regarding the lack of funding
and place significant frustration regarding the Incident on this factor alone.
Gentry and others reported a perception that the Assistant Director role includes financial
support, but that there are significant differences in financial needs between the sport of rowing
and most other Sport Clubs.
Gentry additionally reported that Recreation Services does not understand the sport of rowing
or the costs associated; that the Crew Club is managed in the same fashion as other Sport
Clubs; and, that some ISU Crew Club members feel as though the Recreation Services staff
members appear bothered by Crew Club requests.
reported feeling that the Crew Club’s relationship with Recreation Services exists for a
means/location to park the trailer and store the boats, and that ISU’s lack of support is the sole
reason that the Crew Club does not have a functioning launch or a dock.
Surviving Crew Members consistently reported feeling that the relationship with Recreation
Services is strained primarily due to lack of financial support, lack of assistance with Crew Club
functions and requests, and enforcement of university rules and regulations that restrict Crew
Club functions.
Gentry reported concerns that ISU Crew Club maintenance and repair expenses are more
expensive than many other clubs, and that there were insufficient funds for periodic repairs.
,
,
, and
also reported that, for ISU Crew Club members,
training, safety, and equipment are all a challenge, with the most significant challenge being the
lack of money.
referenced a concern with money allocations not being sufficient to
address safety needs, which by the nature of the sport, are more expensive than many other
Sport Clubs, but that there was a lack of prioritization of safety needs.
The ISU Crew Club had been engaging in efforts to raise funds for a new dock at Hickory Grove
Lake at the time of the Incident. Specifically:
o The ISU Crew Club uses a county-sanctioned facility which requires approval for
installation of a dock.
o Wolfe reports that around a year prior to the Incident, the ISU Crew Club initiated
discussions with the County regarding the purchase and installment of a dock at Hickory
Grove Lake, the primary practice location however, not the location of the Incident.
o The ISU Crew Club also began a successful fundraising campaign for this project about
a year before the Incident to raise funds for the same. A formal project at Hickory Grove
was not completed by the date of Incident.
o The ISU Crew Club had also further expanded their fundraising efforts to include a small
“boathouse”/shed for storage of boats. The Conservation Board was supporting these
efforts, however, the ISU Crew Club found that the funding for a boathouse was too high
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o
o
o

o

and then the potential funding for both projects had fallen through, therefore the Crew
Club decided to solely pursue the dock project.
The ISU Crew Club is reported to have raised $25,000.00 and proposed the project to
Recreation Services and the University. Wolfe also stated that he had tried to help
advocate for the project(s) but he is unsure where the dock project stands now.
Iles stated that he and his wife contributed a “good size of money” to get to the end goal;
and, that he had concerns for student safety with putting the boat in the water without a
dock.
and
reported that the ISU Crew Club had raised all necessary funding
for the dock project and they are currently working with the County for necessary permits.
Another Surviving Crew Member expressed skepticism that the project would not
advance based on ISU concerns with maintenance and insurance costs.
also referenced money that had been raised for a repaired safety launch with
an electric motor.

b. Conclusions – Club Funding Issues
•

•

ISU Crew Club members consistently reported feeling as if funding for the Crew Club was
insufficient to ensure safe operation. Specific financial information was not provided to USCAH.
Thus, an analysis of the same was not a part of this investigation. However, the University should
investigate and define minimum finances that ensure safety for each club.
The Tier System established by Recreation Services does not account for or evaluate risk to
determine access to funding. Equipment intensive sports are inherently more expensive and,
therefore, would require more funding to maintain equipment and equipment safety standards.

C. Safety Training, Practice Decisions and Related Factors
1. Safety Education Training
•

According to the Crew Club Constitution, page 1, Article III: Membership,
“All members are expected to adhere to this document, the bylaws of the organization, and Iowa
State University policies.”
“Active Member Requirements: vii. Will not put themselves, other members of the club, or club
equipment in harm’s way. Must maintain safety standards including but not limited to those listed
in [Article VIII].” Members that fail to fulfill any of the above items will not be considered an active
member, and therefore will not be permitted to compete or hold any other rights of active
membership. If actions pose a threat to the safety of club members, equipment, or the reputation
of the club, they may be subject to sanctions by the Executive Board, including but not limited
to dismissal from the team. Officers cannot be removed through this process, see [Article VI] for
officer and advisor removal. In order to remove an officer as a member, he/she must first be
removed as an officer. Any misconduct allegations or allegations pertaining to [Article III: iv],
shall be handled by the procedure outlined in [Article XI].”

•

•
•

Specific to USRowing Safety Requirements, Wolfe reported that governing body requirements
are to be placed in the club constitution by the students; however, the governing body
requirements are not ISU requirements, ISU does not require clubs to be formal members of
governing bodies, and should a club choose not to compete under the governing body, such
decision would need to be stated in the club constitution. E.g., if the ISU Crew Club chooses to
not participate in USRowing regattas, that would also have to be placed in the Constitution.
Neither Iles nor Gentry recall Recreation Services ever holding a “safety overview,” and Iles
reported that any safety education provided by Recreation Services is not specific to the sport,
rather it is specific to travel, and other university-based risk management strategies.
Gentry reported that “the first day on the water is when I go over safety procedures; what to do,
where to grab the boat, what to do if something happens; how to pull the oars out, stay with the
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•

•
•

boat.” Gentry reported that he has completed the Level 1 Certification Program for USRowing.8
The course is recommended for coaches who are teaching “learn to row” programs or individuals
who are beginning their first coaching position. Gentry also states that it is recommended he
maintain his CPR/First Aid certification as well.
Gentry is aware of the USRowing safety requirements and does not believe the ISU Crew Club
follows the requirements “to the fullest extent.” He states the lifejackets are dated and the launch
is not water worthy. He states they do not have a “walkie talkie” in the event of an emergency,
that they just take their phones out. He states that they “do their best with what they have but
as far as regulation standards, they are not meeting them.”
states she personally completes a safety overview about “the basics.”
has
never had any review sessions about what to do in case of a shell capsizing. She states she
has never seen this “happen in real life.”
,
,
, and
all reported they have never been a part of an ISU
safety overview via Recreation Services, University Risk Management, or by the Club Advisor.
reported that at regattas, the main instruction if a shell capsizes is to stay with the
boat, because they are not supposed to sink.

2. Emergency Response Decisions
•

According to the document titled “Crew Operations Manual,” section “Equipment and
Emergency Protocols,” subsection “Emergency Protocols,”
“The coxswain is always the club member in charge of his or her rowers when at the lake for
water practice or at a regatta. In case of an emergency, he or she will determine what actions
are necessary.”

3. Weather-Related Decisions
•

The Crew Club Constitution, Article VIII: Safety, reads:
“ii. Weather safety: Do not row in wind greater than 14mph, heavy rain, snow, or lightning;
use a lightning detector. Do not row in temperatures below freezing 32F. A boat’s ability to
launch will be at the coxswain’s discretion.”
“iii. If rowing between sundown and sunup, a 360º/all-around white light is required on the
opposite side of the boat of the coxswain. If wet docking while rowing in air temperatures
less than 36F, a launch is required. The coxswain must carry an emergency device.”
“v. Coxswains are in charge of the safety of their boats and are responsible for not launching
if deemed unsafe. If weather conditions are predicted to be unfavorable, coxswains are
responsible for canceling their boats at least 90 minutes before the scheduled meeting time.
They are encouraged to discuss this decision with the Head Coxswain if possible.”

•

•
•

Wolfe and Greenlee reported that the ISU Crew Club members manage weather safety
decisions because the water practices are not on campus, and Wolfe further provided that if the
activity was on campus, they would have a trainer, student staff, or site supervisors with lightning
detectors. Wolfe did approve the trip on the date of the Incident and recalls replying “looks like
the weather should be great,” however admits that he does not look at wind speeds when he is
looking at weather. He states there is no “weather evaluation for any of these activities.”
Iles states he was never brought in on weather decisions.
Gentry reported that the weather decisions are made by him and the coxswain at the water. He
tries to check every practice, but it is “me and whoever is in charge of the water at that time.”
Gentry reports that on the date of the Incident, he received a text from
that read “the

Level 1 is “designed for someone who has never coached rowing before, such as a parent, teacher, or recent
college grad.” https://usrowing.org/sports/2020/11/9/level-1-course-description.aspx?id=1119
8
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•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

water is beautiful and flat”9 and remembers thinking it was going to be a beautiful day on the
water. He saw that it was sunny, and the wind was calm. Gentry was supposed to attend the
second practice of the day and it was not until 9:30am-9:45am that he rechecked the weather.
He states at that time, “it was already pushing the threshold slated at about 15mph” and that is
when he cancelled his second practice. Gentry states, he did not realize the Crew Members
arrived at the water between 7am-8am and he is not sure what “took them so long to get on the
water.”
states the decision-making process pertaining to weather does not require approval by
an advisor or any department representative.
states she makes these decisions as Club
and states that it is usually the president, head coxswain and the coxswain of the boat.
On this date,
was functioning as
.
On the date of the incident,
reported that she did talk to her coach, Gentry. She states
she also messaged her Advisor10, who did not respond.
further stated there was never
discussion about severe weather and “it’s pretty much if you see anything before going on the
water, don’t go out.”
recalls checking the weather at 6am, and leaving campus around 7am. She states the
weather was showing winds of 11-14mph and picking up to around 15-17 around noon11.
recalls texting
and calling
to discuss the conditions.12
states there was uncertainty concerning the water conditions, so they decided to drive
there to visualize it. On the drive in, one must pass the whole lake to arrive at the launch area.
While driving,
states, “it was flat water, the wind was just missing the lake” and that “it
looked like glass with tiny ripples.”
states she,
, and
agreed it was “a
good day on the water.”
believes the water temperature was “like 36 degrees.” She states everyone was cold,
so they got into the vehicle, but that she was not very cold.
reported that she was a participant in the weather decision-making process on the date
of the Incident, as were the other members of the crew on the date of incident. She states that
morning,
texted her to inquire about her feelings related to going on the water, because
it was supposed to be windy, stating the highest wind speeds were supposed to be 14mph.
said it was closer to permissible limit of wind in miles per hour and there was no way to
be sure unless they could visualize the water, so they decided to drive to the lake, fully prepared
to turn around if it was too windy. She states on the drive, she communicated with Nanni and
Ben-David, there was a slight chance that it might be too windy, and they may have to turn
around. However, upon arrival the water “looked so smooth, completely smooth.”
states
that the winds over 15mph were not the biggest concern, the wind blowing the boat into the
rocks was the biggest concern and since they were launching from the beach, it was safer which
steered the decision to go on the water.
also reported that all Crew Members were involved in the decision to go out, that “no
one objected and visually there was no reason that you would object,” and that no advisor or
coach was involved in the decision.
states that decisions pertaining to the weather are outlined in the Crew Club
Constitution. She states they are not permitted to row in winds upwards of 11-14 miles per hour.
She states that on the date of the Incident, a conversation occurred in the group chat and that
Gentry made a statement that the winds were going to be too high, it was going to be too cold,
and insomnia kept him up all night, therefore he was not going to attend practice that day.
states this statement in the group chat was sent prior to anyone being aware that the

9

This reported communication was referenced during the investigation interview process, but was not provided
to USCAH; therefore, USCAH is relying upon the verbal statements made during the interview(s).
10
This reported communication was referenced during the investigation interview process, but was not provided
to USCAH; therefore, USCAH is relying upon the verbal statements made during the interview(s).
11
Winds over 15mph deem water unsafe and lead to impermissible rowing conditions per USRowing.
12
Of note, on March 28, 2021 at 6:33am,
sent a text message to
stating: “It looks like we
have about 15mph winds this morning. That could be ok or it might not be. It’s hard to say without checking. Any
ideas or thoughts?” and further states in the next message “I know that would be a for sure no if we were docking
by the rocks.”
responded, “Let’s check it out, I think [it will] be better if we see that it 100% isn’t good.”
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•
•

Incident occurred.
states that she has always respected
decisions and was
never given reason not to trust her, and that decisions are the “final word of the cox on whether
they go out or not.”
reported that the water looked “a little iffy” and that other members stating that some
areas “looked like glass” was exaggeration; however, she notes that in areas where the water
was shallow, there was smooth water.
states the decision-making pertaining to the weather is “in severe weather, do not
row.” He states that the Crew Club members always check the wind the morning of the row.
However, the coxswain makes the decisions about the weather. He states they are permitted to
row at 12 knots and below and recalls cancelling practices for winds less than that.
states the process for getting on the water is first check the wind, then check the water surface,
then if both are okay, they can row.

4. Experience
•

Crew Club Constitution, Article VIII: Safety, states:
“i. Do not permit rowers to row in conditions outside of their ability levels.”

•
•

•

According to surviving ISU Crew Club members (
), as well as
and Iles, the ISU Crew Club members are often either beginner or mid-level rowers,
and seldom include expert rowers.
The Crew Club Constitution states you must attend at least 1-2 land practices before going on
the water.
reported that she personally makes this number higher, and that she also
takes into account how willing individuals are to listen and learn, in determining boat eligibility.
states that she “makes sure the technique is good on the erg before going in the boat”
and she “felt good” about Ben-David and Nanni’s land practices.
and
also
reported that attendance at erg practices and ability to properly erg is a factor for being ready
for water practices, with
reporting that the executive board members assess erg skills,
with a minimum of a 3-practice attendance requirement, and
reporting that water
practices are also based on availability and filling boats.
reported that all Crew Club members must undergo a swim test prior to participating in
a water practice; that she needed approval from the Office of Risk Management in order to
conduct the swim tests; a waiver was created for the tests to be administered; and that prior to
serving as
, swim tests were not administered.
administers these
tests consisting of: 10 minutes of treading water with no break, and two pool laps without use of
the sides of the pool, completed with rowing attire (i.e., spandex and a shirt).
also makes
the determination of pass/fail for these tests.

5. Water Practice Travel Approval
• Wolfe verified that the water practice on the date of the Incident was a well thought-out trip,
stating that the itineraries had everyone listed, when they were leaving, and where they were
sitting in the boat. And, Iles reported that he approved this particular trip “in the matter of an 11
second push of a button,” stating that he “had to assume that these young men and women
knew what they were doing, which was a dangerous assumption.”13

13

Iles reported the following assumptions when approving the travel to the water practice: that there would be a
coach; that whoever was in charge knew what they were doing; that they knew how far from shore they could
stray and know when to return to shore if the weather became untenable; that everyone knew how to swim, that
a launch would be there, that they wouldn’t leave shore with two inexperienced oarsmen; that, as inexperienced
as they were, the Crew Members could execute a turnaround without catching a crab, or crabs, and without flipping
the boat. Iles raised additional concerns with the fact that the cox was also the coach that day for two
inexperienced rowers.
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7. Conclusions - Safety Training, Practice Decisions and Related Factors
a. Constitution – Safety Provisions
•

Regularly before and at the time of the Incident, ISU Crew Club members did not follow any one
of five safety guidelines in the Crew Club Constitution, Article VIII: Safety (as set forth in sections
C.3-4 above and D.2 below), placing the Crew Members in danger during each practice any
requirement was not followed, and specifically on the date of the Incident. In addition, and as
more fully set forth below, for 10+ years prior to the Incident, the use of a safety launch was
neglected, and the repair of the safety launch was not made a priority by the Crew Club members
placing the members at risk during each water practice.

b. Emergency Response Decisions
•
•

•

•

•
•

There is no established Emergency Action Plan in place for incidents which may occur during
rowing practices, such as a water emergency or a shell capsizing. It is unknown if other clubs
or events on campus have Emergency Action Plans.
Once on the water and after the shell flipped, neither the coxswain nor any of the Crew Members
had any education or training related to emergency protocols and were therefore not able to
determine what actions were necessary for the event. The universal rule for a capsized boat is
to stay with the boat until help arrives. However, the Crew Members were not educated with this
life-saving piece of information.
The Crew Club members interviewed do not feel they have the appropriate equipment for
responding to an emergency nor have they been provided with any education for prevention and
treatment of emergency situations. There appeared to be a significant appreciation for the
potential for an emergency to occur; however, the only apparent measure taken to decrease risk
of such emergency was implementation of a swim test requirement prior to water practice
eligibility, that was designed, implemented, and regulated by a student member.
Crew Members Ben-David and Nanni were novice rowers. The date of the Incident was both
Crew Members’ first experience with a water practice in the sport of rowing. Ben-David had
attended 19 dryland/erg practices, and Nanni had attended 7 dryland/erg practices prior to the
date of the Incident. No other coach or safety monitor was in place on the date of the Incident
making the activity even more unsafe for two rowers with no water experience. The wind speeds
above 14mph indicated that the conditions were unsafe for all ability levels, but especially Crew
Members that had no established rowing ability.
All interviewed appear to be aware of safety standards set by USRowing, but there is currently
a lack of compliance with those protocols and no other safety protocols established. The
established protocols within the Crew Club Constitution were not followed.
There is no evidence of ISU-established health and safety policy and procedures nor compliance
monitoring for such policies. This includes, but is not limited to, basic safety protocols, weather
policies, emergency action plans, and equipment safety checks and repair.

c. Weather-Related Decisions
•
•
•

Evidence shows that on the morning of the Incident, the Crew Members were excited to get on
the water, and implement the first water practice of the year.
Via text message on the morning on the date of Incident,
indicated that the winds were
15mph. Her message also indicated that the winds were predicted to rise by noon 14. Any speeds
over 14mph are deemed unsafe by USRowing and more specifically the Crew Club Constitution.
Based on interviews, the air temperature was within 30-40F.15

14

Actual wind speeds and air temperature are unknown to USCAH; however, it can be found in the Iowa DNR
report from the date of the Incident.
15
The temperature on the date of the Incident is unknown to USCAH; however, it can be found in the Iowa DNR
report from the date of the Incident.
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•

•
•

Weather conditions were predicted to be unfavorable and despite the weather reports and
impending high wind speeds, the coxswain did not cancel the practice. The Crew Members went
to the Practice Lake and upon visualization of the water, rather than objective weather report
numbers, decided to launch the boat.
With respect to the Incident, the coxswain determined the water was safe to row, despite wind
speeds higher than the Crew Club Constitution allows.
The coxswain was carrying a cell phone which she was unable to operate due to waves and
water temperature.

d. Attire on Date of Incident
•

It was reported by the surviving Crew Members that many of the Crew Members were not
appropriately dressed for the weather on the date of the Incident. At least one Crew Member
brought clothing for any condition, however, several of them were not prepared for the cold/wind,
and were not wearing apparel appropriate for a water-based sport. Some Crew Members were
wearing extra clothing to keep warm (e.g., jackets, sweatpants).

e. Experience
•

•
•

•

•

Iles has a significant amount of rowing-related experience and is aware of necessary health and
safety measures; however, he did not feel he was in a position to assist in establishing standards
or ensuring these measures were met. Iles was not intricately involved with any function of the
ISU Crew Club, aside from administrative tasks associated with approval of said functions.
Gentry has the second-most experience associated with the ISU Crew Club; however, per his
understanding from ISU, his role is to provide technical instruction and he is serving in this role
on a voluntary basis, with no clear obligation to attend every water practice.
The range in experience of the student club members ranged from zero (0) to four (4) years and
the majority of the Crew Club members’ experience was self-taught and self-learned. While the
self-reported levels of experience may vary for each of the Crew Members, the actual experience
of all members varied between beginner and novice, with no “experts” involved.
No Crew Members had vast instruction or advanced education in the sport of rowing. Further,
the two associated members, Iles and Gentry, were not present on the date of the Incident, nor
are they present for most water practices. This includes practices which may involve novice
rowers practicing on water for the first time.
It does not appear that any of the individuals with significant rowing experience were asked to
provide input on safety protocols or policies regarding rowing practices. In addition, there was
no expectation for any affiliate staff member to visibly supervise activities.

D. Rowing Equipment Inspection, Inventory, and Repair of Equipment/Resources
1. Equipment
•

The Crew Club Operations Manual,” section “Equipment and Emergency Protocols,” subsection
“Equipment,” the equipment is listed as follows:
“Fleet:
Actively Rowed
K8 – Red Kaschper 8+ (excellent condition)
Stan Welp – Yellow Vespoli 4+ (good condition, dent on left stern side)
Rowable
Ferrari – Blue 8+ (poor condition)
Subaru – White 8+ (poor condition)
Unrowable
Hot Mess – White Vespoli Model D 4+ (in need of major repair)
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Rigor Mortis – Yearbook Boat (signed by members and alumni)
Wooden White 4+ (placeholder on the trailer)
Other major equipment:
Trailer (decent condition)
16 oars, 12 actively used (all in need of new paint)
3 cox boxes (good condition)
•

reported that the Crew Club does not have (nor have they ever had) floatation devices
or lights, and that they have asked for funding for lifejackets; however, ISU has not assisted with
this.
(who was not actually at the Practice Lake at the time of the Incident) reported
that there were no safety devices on the water with the Crew Members, other than the coxswain
having a cell phone.

2. Safety Launch
•

According to the Crew Club Constitution, Article VIII: Safety:
“iv. The launch driver must have a current boater safety certificate. The launch is to be equipped
with emergency supplies such as a cox kit, emergency communication device, floatation
devices, and space blankets.”

•

•
•

•
•

Wolfe reported that a safety launch was “never really addressed” and that it was mentioned
“maybe five years ago in passing,” and that the launch is “not in obvious disrepair.” Wolfe also
reported that just recently the ISU Crew Club requested he assist with the repair of another shell
that was damaged, and while he was evaluating the other shell, the ISU Crew Club members
brought the launch up as in need of repair as well. Wolfe states it is the ISU Crew Club’s
responsibility to bring these issues to his attention and, for all of the times communicating about
other tasks, the launch was never brought to his attention.
Iles reported he was not aware that the ISU Crew Club was not using a safety launch.
Gentry reported that he has done all coaching in a coxswain seat or on land and that he has
never worked from a launch. He states that the need to repair the launch had been requested
several times, and that such requests are submitted to Recreation Services. Gentry also
reported that even if the launch were water worthy the motor is gas powered, rather than electric,
and gas-powered boats are not permitted on the Practice Lake16; however, an electric motor
would be “another capital expense.” Gentry stated that a motorized waiver for safety could
perhaps be requested, but it is unknown if any individual has yet to seek a waiver.
o Of note, Gentry also reported that
had raised safety concerns with ISU, and a “few
other members before her, have as well.” Gentry and
both reported that
sent an email17 to ISU the year prior to the Incident addressing safety concerns, and there
was not any response to the email.
also reported she was surprised that ISU
admitted to the media post-Incident about the email.
,
and
reported that the ISU Crew Club has never had a usable
launch, and that the existing launch has a hole and that the motor they have is not permitted on
the Practice Lake.
reported that the Crew Club Constitution requires a launch to go on the water.
indicated that prior to this Incident, she “didn’t even know what a launch was, and didn’t know it
was a thing you were supposed to need.” And,
reported that they try to have others
on land during practices, but it is “usually just the boat going out.”. A launch was not available

16

Gas powered boats are permitted at Little Wall Lake, the lake in which the incident occurred therefore if a gas
powered boat were water worthy, it would have been permitted at the location of Incident. Gas Powered boats
are not permitted at Hickory Grove Lake, the primary practice location.
17
This reported communication was referenced during the investigation interview process, but was not provided
to USCAH; therefore, this information is included here for purposes of documenting information reported, but
USCAH did not have sufficient information to arrive at conclusions or recommendations regarding the contents
or communications surrounding the email.
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on the date of Incident therefore it is unknown if an additional team member and/or coach would
have been available to drive the launch, if it were water-worthy.
3. Equipment Inspections
•

•

Wolfe reported that there “has never been a process of examining equipment within the 50 clubs
to make sure everything is up to speed safety-wise.” Wolfe also states that it is the ISU Crew
Club members’ responsibility to ensure all boats and equipment are water worthy. His perceived
responsibility associated with equipment maintenance is to assist with navigating the processes
should a boat or equipment need repair. He states all equipment is property of ISU, even if it is
donated or paid for via fundraising but notes that all equipment must be cared for by the student
body.
Crew Members
,
, and
, as well as
reported that the club
members collectively inspect the equipment and repair it as well, with
reporting that
they cannot afford third-party inspections.

4. Equipment Purchases
•

According to the “Student Organization Recognition” document, page 5:
“When certain purchases are made for sponsored organizations or affiliated organizations, …
the acquisitions become university property and/or the university inherits certain risks and
obligations. To help protect the university, the recognized organization, its members and its
adviser, such acquisitions must be consistent with university policy, follow university
procurement procedures and be processed through ISU Procurement Services. A university
department must be willing to assume ownership and take responsibility for maintenance,
storage, insurance costs (if any) and appropriate use before Student Government funding can
be accepted by a recognized organization and an acquisition can be made.”

5. Conclusions - Rowing Equipment Inspection, Inventory, and Repair of Equipment/Resources
•

•

•

•
•

a. Equipment:
The ISU Crew Club lacks necessary equipment, and certain equipment in the ISU Crew Club’s
possession is not usable. E.g., limited number of life jackets, a motor for the safety launch that
has been in a locker for 10 years, a safety launch boat that requires repair, no lights for boats,
etc.
b. Safety Launch:
The Crew Club Operating Manual includes a list of “Fleet” in which all equipment is listed along
with the condition of each piece. The safety launch is not listed in the list of “Fleet” which
indicates that the Crew Club did not acknowledge its necessity in water practices. Therefore,
and with no other documentation to support otherwise, Recreation Services may not have been
aware the boat existed, let alone was in disrepair.
While it is the ISU Crew Club members’ responsibility to request repair of non-functional
equipment and the ISU Crew Club neglected to follow their own Constitution regarding the
requirement of a safety launch, the fact that a safety launch was not functional for 10+ (reported)
years, without ever being inspected, indicates that the ISU Crew Club was functioning with no
oversight or guidance to appropriate safety measures.
At the time of the Incident, the launch was ISU property, therefore ISU inherited the obligation
to take responsibility for maintenance of the property, in some fashion.
On the date of the Incident, none of the equipment used was reported as being faulty, however,
reported that the Crew Members did not have any safety equipment with them, and
and
reported that they replaced/repaired the boat as they prepared for practice
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•

•

•

•

on the date of the Incident, but that such maintenance was part of the “normal” preparation
process.18
A launch was not available or present on the date of the Incident and for several years prior to
the Incident. It is unknown if any team members and/or the coach obtained proper driver
qualifications due to the length of time the launch was in disrepair. Additionally, due to
unavailability of a working launch, no additional team member and/or coach was scheduled to
attend the first morning practice on the date of Incident. The emergency supplies that are
required in a launch were also not available within the boat that capsized.
c. Equipment Inspections:
The constitution provides that the vice president is “[r]esponsible for the maintenance and
upkeep of the club equipment, including the trailer, launch, motor, oars, and shells etc.” and for
ensuring “that all equipment is safe to operate.” The vice president is to keep “an updated log of
equipment and equipment conditions, and present proposals for new equipment to the executive
board, and work with the treasurer to purchase.”
Based on the investigation interviews, the ISU Crew Club does not have a boatman or rigger
and there is not a specific person that inspects the equipment.
d. Equipment Purchases:
It was learned during the interview process that a boat was donated to the ISU Crew Club by
Gentry without the knowledge of Recreation Services staff and the process of procurement was
not followed.

E. Post-Incident
1. Support
•

•

Wolfe reported that the ISU Counseling Center provided two staff members the evening of the
Incident for two hours, and the surviving Crew Members, and
, and other Crew Club
members who were not involved with the Incident attended, and the Counseling Center provided
information on additional resources.
was appreciative of the counseling but also stated
that some of it felt disingenuous.
reported ongoing friction between the surviving Crew
Members concerning the decisions made during and leading up to the Incident.
Wolfe states he, along with the office of Risk Management, worked through the logistics of the
surviving Crew Members attending one of the funerals in Illinois, and in the process, Wolfe
reported that an issue arose with obtaining travel approval, and that it was unfortunate that
was included on many of the email exchanges.

2. Club and Officer or Advisor Sanction Processes
•

•

According to the Crew Club Constitution, Article VI: Officer or Advisor Removal Process,
“(a) reasons for impeachment petition may include but are not limited to” “iv. Failure to comply
with safety standards.”” The investigation revealed that all safety standards within the Crew Club
Constitution were neglected regularly, and specifically on the date of the Incident.
According to the Sport Clubs Manual, pages 6-7, “Sport Clubs and all participating club members
are responsible to their club and to Iowa State University in terms of their conduct. Irresponsible
behavior can affect the club’s privileges and negatively impact the club’s status in the Sport
Clubs program. Loss of funding, suspension of travel privileges, and denial of facility use
requests are possible sanctions to Sport Clubs exhibiting a pattern of inappropriate or
irresponsible behavior. Loss of privileges for a year or more can be deemed necessary and

18

, who was not present at the time of the Incident, reported that the inside of the shell of the boat that
was used was old and patched together; that the repair of this was a low priority item; that the shell is designed
to float when flipped however, when this shell flipped, “it sank almost instantly.” It is unclear whether the shell
“sunk,” and the Department of Natural Resources report should be referred to in analysis of this aspect of the
Incident.
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appropriate.” The investigation determines that the club members acted irresponsibly,
neglecting the safety standards within the Crew Club Constitution.
3. Conclusions – Post Incident
•
•

IV.

ISU Counseling Center provided appropriate resources post-Incident to assist teammates and
survivors.
The “Officer or Advisor Removal Process” language in the Crew Club Constitution permits for
post-Incident action.
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

To summarize the conclusions above at a high level and related to the Incident, USCAH provides
the following:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The Incident occurred during the ISU Crew Club’s first water practice in approximately 18
months due to a halt in activities related to COVID-19 for the year.
There is no university wide policy in place to determine the safety of conducting a water practice.
The only established weather protocols for water practices exist in the Crew Club Constitution.
There is no ISU oversight regarding weather-related decisions. Per the Crew Club Constitution,
the coxswain makes the final decision regarding safety to participate in an on-water activity.
On the date of the Incident, the coach canceled the second Crew Club practice of the day due
to weather and wind speeds. While this was communicated via the team’s group chat, no attempt
to communicate this information directly, via phone call to the
s cell phone was made,
which was established she did have in her possession on the date of the Incident.
All Crew Members were excited about the potential of a water practice after an approximate 18month break in on-water activity. Due to high-excitement, rational decision-making pertaining to
the water conditions were likely decreased.
Some Crew Members did not review the weather prior to arriving for the water practice and were
not properly dressed. Training on proper attire was presumably not addressed or required.
No dock exists at Little Wall Lake therefore wet-docking from the beach was required on the
date of Incident. “Wet-docking,” is a practice that requires individuals to walk into the water,
approximately knee-deep, then one-by-one get into the shell. This is a normal practice for the
sport of rowing. Without a dock, this was a requirement for launching the boat on the date of the
Incident. It is unknown if walking into 40°F waters led to pre-hypothermic conditions, especially
when coupled with an already cold group of individuals. However, due to the lack of a dock, lack
of a launch, and no supervision, water temperature must also be taken into consideration when
planning on-water activities.
During the time of the Incident, the
was focused on coaching and drills. This
individual’s role also included weather-related decisions. One crew member of the boat
mentioned monitoring the wind as it picked up and discussed returning to shore. The
decided to make an additional practice run prior to returning.
A review of how to respond in an emergency or a change in weather conditions was not
conducted prior to the start of the first water practice.
There were no previously established protocols or training regarding the actions a crew must
take in response to a capsized shell.
Resources required to properly respond to the emergency were not available during the time of
the Incident.
Safety guidelines within the Crew Club Constitution were ignored frequently but specifically, on
the date of the Incident, the boat should not have launched for the following reasons:
o Two of the Crew Members lacked on-water experience.
o Wind speeds were reported to be greater than 14mph. Specific wind speeds can be found
within the Iowa DNR report conducted on the date of the Incident however, wind speeds of
at least 15mph were relayed via text between two Crew Members.
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o

o

o

o
o
V.

There was not a functional safety launch present on the date of the Incident. It is unknown if
any additional team member and/or coach would have had the appropriate boating driver
qualifications and/or would have been scheduled to attend the practice on the date of
incident should a safety launch been available.
When the boat did leave shore, the constitution identifies the
as the individual
responsible for monitoring conditions and based on interviews a discussion of changes in the
weather occurred and the
decided not to return immediately. Additional team
members and/or a coach were not located on shore or in a launch that could have further
supported the worsening weather and water conditions.
After the boat capsized, the Crew Members did not have the appropriate knowledge for
responding in the event of a water emergency. They did not know the number one safety
rule for a capsized boat is to stay with the boat, and they did not have any safety equipment
or communication devices to assist in their own rescue.
The Crew Members were not well-educated on any health and safety topics, or sport-specific
education associated with their athletic endeavor.
Further, no policies or procedures existed that would eliminate the subjectivity of decisionmaking on the date of the Incident.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of the below Recommendations is to identify action items and steps that can be taken
by ISU to mitigate the risk of another catastrophic event within the Crew Club, and subsequently within
all Sport Clubs at ISU.
A. Roles and Responsibilities Related to the ISU Crew Club
1. General & ISU Recreation Services Recommendations
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Due to the catastrophic nature of the incident, USCAH recommends continued suspension of
the Crew Club at Iowa State, pending revision of an appropriate health and safety structure
within the Recreation Services department at Iowa State University.
A balanced Sport Clubs system must be established that continues to promote and encourage
student-run organizations but provides the appropriate guidance to the student-members in
order to prevent catastrophic outcomes (specifically, a balance that allows student
independence but provides education, development, and safety to the students at the university,
particularly with high-risk activities).
ISU should clearly define ISU requirements affiliated with all Sport Clubs and the rationale
behind the requirements. It is important to clearly define all rules and regulations as well as
provide transparency regarding regulation rationale.
The reporting line from the club members to the institution should have more clarity,
responsibility and oversight, with clear expectations. It is also recommended that coaches and
advisors to the institution should define roles specific to each club and their respective risk.
“Position descriptions” should be developed that clearly define the involvement and roles
associated with all parties involved in each club and the extent of their assistance respective to
each individual club. Clarifying roles will eliminate confusion, influence accountability and
provide more seamless function within the clubs.
The number of responsibilities placed on each individual should be evaluated to ensure the
individual is capable of adequately meeting those responsibilities and the responsibilities should
be adjusted if the individual is not capable or there is a conflict of interest.
The Assistant Director of Sport Clubs position description contains a significant number of
responsibilities, all of which could not be adequately performed by one individual. The position
could be divided into multiple positions or spread amongst more than one individual in order to
adequately perform the duties as described in the Sport Clubs Manual.
Determination of required “additional staffing” (as referenced in Sport Clubs Manual, page 17)
should be assessed and assigned by each organization. As with many sports, rowing should
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•

•
•

require additional staff for water practices based on safety and risk. For example, in the sport of
swimming, a lifeguard is required “additional staff’ due to the risk involved with the sport. A
review of the additional staffing needs, as they pertain to safety should be reviewed for each
sport. The activity should not take place if the required additional staff is not present.
Each Sport Club should establish a formal “Safety Officer”, or group of individuals within the club
structure, that would be required to provide sport-specific safety education to all new and
returning members. The responsibilities should formalize, encompass, and expand upon the
current risk manager responsibilities within each sport club. Responsibilities should be
delineated in the above noted position descriptions and should include coordination of safetyrelated decisions with the respective advisor. The advisor and/or Recreation Services should
ensure all safety education is occurring, specific to each club’s risk areas.
A staff member from Recreation Services should assist the Sport Clubs with safety oversight.
This individual should assist with the establishment of appropriate policies, procedures,
education and training required of and specific to each sport.
It may be beneficial to require separating the risk management role from existing officer positions
to spread responsibilities among members and not overwhelm one individual with
responsibilities. For instance, in the ISU Crew Club structure at the time of the Incident, and
according to the Crew Club Constitution, the chain of decision-making to go on the water that
day could have been President, Head Coxswain, risk manager, all of which could have been the
same individual on the date of Incident. Of note, this is an example and does not reflect the
current structure. However, the possibility of all decision-making power should not be with one
individual.

2. Crew Club Advisor
•

•
•

•

As stated above, the reporting line from the Sport Club members to ISU should have more
clarity, responsibility and oversight, with clear expectations. This individual should be aware of
and assist Recreation Services with enforcement all health and safety standards set forth in
ISU’s policies and procedures, and within each Sport Club’s constitution. The advisor should be
intricately involved with the Sport Club’s constitution revisions and establishment/enforcement
of such standards.
A minimum set of standards should be established and published to guide each advisor in
his/her role as it pertains to each club. This role in particular should not lack clarity in terms of
guiding the club with risk management and safety prevention.
In some fashion, the advisor’s role should include periodic “audits” or inspections, in conjunction
with the club’s executive members, of the club’s overall function to ensure the club is following
their respective constitution, and the Sport Clubs Manual guidelines. This would include
inspection of safety equipment and safety measures. Advisors and representatives should be
required and empowered to have final decision-making regarding health and safety of club
members.
A faculty advisor should be responsible for all aspects of health and safety. This position should
work with university personnel with designs of rules and regulations to sport participation. While
we understand the need to continue to foster some independence in student-run organizations,
final decision-making regarding health and safety should be the role of a faculty advisor.

3. Volunteer Coach
•
•

Current language requiring coaches to attend orientation states that such training is optional.
Moving forward, it is recommended that all volunteer coaches undergo a formal on-boarding
process as a requirement and have defined sets of expectations and responsibilities.
Further, it is recommended that the contradictory language in the Sport Clubs Manual and the
Crew Club Constitution be modified to improve function and understanding of the Volunteer
Coach Role.

4. Student Leadership
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•

•
•

Role clarification between the coxswain and the Vice President would assist with decreasing
confusion regarding responsibilities associated with weather-safety and other safety-related
concerns. A position description for this role within each club, specific to their respective sport,
would assist the advisor in educating the members to ensure safety measures are being
followed.
Additionally, an approval process already exists for water practices. Consider additional
questions in the approval process that include specific weather-related information to allow the
approver to make a sounder and more educated decision.
The practice approval process should also include a thorough checklist to account for safety
equipment and inspection prior to each row.

B. Policies, Procedures, and the Crew Club Constitution
•
•

•
•
•
•

Formal written policies which address health and safety for all Sport Clubs should be
established.
It is recommended that the president, treasurer (or parallel leadership positions) and adviser(s)
should not be responsible for verbally relaying information to members of each club. Completion
of that process is inconsistent and unreliable. The organizations should standardize the review
and understanding of policies and procedures through an online tracking platform. All individuals
must read and acknowledge all policies and procedures, prior to participation, despite their level
of involvement in a Sport Club. These revisions and requirements should also be made in the
Constitution.
ISU required policy development and policy education and training tasks should be overseen by
ISU staff or faculty member. This includes compliance with all policies and procedures and
verification of all signatures on legal waivers, etc.
A system must be developed that ensures all processes are followed by each club and club
member. Each individual involved in a Sport Club (officer or not) should have the same
administrative information to assist with following all policies and procedures.
There should be no room for subjective judgment as it pertains to water and weather safety in
such policies, procedures and constitutions. Such decisions should be discussed with
Recreation Services staff, an advisor and/or coach.
USCAH recommends a revision to the Crew Club Constitution that aligns with all feasible items
located in the Safety Expectations Policy provided by USRowing.

C. Crew Club Funding Issues
•

•
•

The Tier System established by Recreation Services should be revisited. A recommendation in
this regard would include budgeting for funding of equipment/safety standards in one of two
ways: i) by revising the Tier System to include and account for risk, equipment, and safety
demands of each Sport Club and/or ii) providing a minimum yearly budget for equipment/safety
needs and requirements of the sport outside of the Tier System budgets and evaluations of
these budgets specific to each Sport Club.
A thorough risk to reward assessment should be completed by the Office of Risk Management
for the boathouse project prior to approval of fundraising efforts.
Lastly, (and perhaps most importantly) is the obvious need for the funding of a functional launch
for safety.

D. Safety Training, Practice Decisions and Related Factors
•
•

A “Catastrophic Incident Response” policy should be established that delineates roles
associated with a crisis.
An Emergency Action Plan should be established for every sport/venue and required actions in
an emergency should be delivered to all necessary parties.
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•

•

•

Consider a formal education process from advisor/risk manager to each member for each club.
This requires significant procedural planning and creation of documents on the front end;
however, once established will dramatically reduce risk and improve safety within each club.
All individuals associated with Sport Club programs — faculty, staff, volunteers, and students —
should complete basic health and safety education through electronic learning modules that
track compliance of all education. This education should take place annually and be completed
prior to participation.
o With limited ISU oversight and responsibility placed on student members, these minimal
education and safety standards should be established and required; with the compliance
of these standards overseen by an ISU staff member.
o The student members of each Sport Club should be educated in the health and safety
topics that impact their respective sport and should acknowledge in writing that they
understand all of the required safety information.
Recommend developing a process to ensure every member of each club understands the sportspecific health and safety procedures prior to participation in their respective sport, preferably in
accordance with a third-party governing body of such sport. Specific to rowing, these measures
may include but are not limited to:
i.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Water Temperature Rule: an example could be the 90ºF rule endorsed by USRowing and
the World Rowing Federation in which the water temperature plus the air temperature
combined must meet a minimum 90ºF for a boat to launch; or the water temperature alone
is below 50ºF.
ii. Requirement of a safety launch for supervision of on-water activity and for appropriate
response in an emergency situation.
iii. Development, education and rehearsal of an emergency action plan specific to each venue
in which practices/events occur.
a. “safe-exit” zones on the water – options for exiting the water in the event of an
emergency
b. stay with the boat/shell under every circumstance and use the boat as a floatation
device until help arrives.
A boat’s ability to launch due to weather should not be at any individual’s discretion. The wind
speeds, air temperature, and water temperature are objective measures that would dictate the
safety of launching for a water rowing practice. These numbers should be documented and
approved by the advisor and/or coach prior to any water practice without exception to minimum
standards (i.e., any wind speed over 14mph is not negotiable).
As stated above, there should be no room for subjective judgment as it pertains to water and
weather safety. The decision should be discussed with an advisor and/or coach in collaboration
with the Head Coxswain and the coxswain of the boat going out for the respective practice.
A university-based approval process for monitoring weather must be established for every Sport
Club, despite on-site coverage availability.
A safety launch should be on the water for all water practices, despite weather temperatures or
the experience of the members involved. The coxswain should have an appropriate emergency
device that they are able to use in the event of any emergency (i.e., walkie talkie or similar
technology).
The safety launch driver must have a current boater safety certificate.
The launch should be equipped with all emergency supplies noted above and with the safety
equipment recommendations of this Report.
Recommend faculty advisor, coach and/or Recreation Services staff member be responsible for
all aspects of health and safety including the design of rules and regulations specific to sport
participation. While we understand the need to continue to foster some independence in studentrun organizations, final decision-making regarding health and safety should be overseen by an
individual in a leadership role within the organization.
Sport Club coaches and/or advisors, in coordination with the student member Risk Manager,
should be educated and responsible for enforcing all health and safety protocols prior to any onwater rowing activities.
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•

There are no subjective criteria to determining a rower’s ability level as referenced in the Crew
Club Constitution. Dryland/erg skills do not translate to ability to row on water. All members of
the ISU Crew Club have very limited experience in the sport of rowing, despite their selfperceptions and should not be evaluating the skills of members with no experience. Due to the
risk involved, a coach and/or advisor should assist with development of on-water skills
particularly for rowers with no experience. If this is not possible, minimally, lifejackets and other
equipment should be available in the event of an emergency.

E. Rowing Equipment Inspection, Inventory, and Repair of Equipment/Resources
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

A regular schedule should be established for equipment repair and replacement to ensure
safety.
Establish protocols for regular equipment checks and replacement of safety equipment.
All equipment for every Sport Club should be listed and regularly audited/inspected for safety. If
an item is in disrepair, a formal process should be developed to expediate repair. For all
equipment, if the condition of the apparatus compromises safety, the activity should not occur.
All university property must undergo some form of inventory or audit, even if conducted by
student members. In this situation, if all equipment was listed and the respective condition of
each piece was assessed, it may have been discovered that the safety launch was not usable.
Recreation Services should provide inventory of the university-owned equipment, particularly
for equipment intensive sports. A “check-in/check-out” process should occur for equipment,
primarily as a means of inspecting the equipment. A safety launch should be a requirement of
checking out any other water apparatus as it pertains to the ISU Crew Club.
Ensure a safety launch is functional, maintained, and present for all water activities, and includes
safety equipment in working condition including ladder; one lifejacket per every ISU Crew Club
member on the water, including those in the launch; emergency blankets; sound-making device;
first aid kit; anchor; tow rope/strap; and tools that can assist in making on-water adjustments to
the rowing craft in emergency situations.
Minimum safety standards should be established for ISU Crew Club team practice participation
– this includes equipment availability. In the case of equipment and expenditures, a recreation
services staff member, coach and/or advisory should have final decision-making regarding
dollars spent. In this instance, ISU leaders were either unaware of the inoperative launch or
lacked the education to understand the urgency of required repairs needed for a launch repair.
Available fundraising dollars were not used to purchase this basic safety need for water
practices.

F. Post-Incident
•
•

•

•

A “Catastrophic Incident Response” Policy should be established that delineates roles
associated with a crisis.
Though there were not established protocols or procedures for an incident of this nature, ISU
Crew Club member involvement during the post-incident management should have been limited
or prohibited by ISU staff and ISU PD. Specifically, all crew club members should have been
escorted off-site and not permitted to drive ISU vehicles and transport ISU property until further
assessed.
ISU Counseling Center provided resources post-Incident to assist teammates and survivors. Not
surprisingly, some interviewed parties found this resource to be more helpful than others.
Nonetheless, the resource was appropriately provided, and follow-up resources were relayed to
the students and individuals involved in the Incident. However, there is an ongoing concern
regarding conflict/blame among the survivors which should be addressed by ISU through either
the Counseling Center or third-party resources, in the form of professional conflict resolution.
Without attention to this matter, more conflict is likely to arise.
USCAH defers to ISU on how best to enforce the “Officer or Advisor Removal Process”, and the
Sport Club Conduct. Specifically, in the Crew Club Constitution, Article VI: Officer or Advisor
Removal Process states reasons for impeachment petition may include “disregard of position
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•

VI.

responsibilities” and “failure to comply with safety standards” and withing the Sport Clubs
Manual 2020-2021, pages 6-7, “Sport Clubs and all participating club members are responsible
to their club and to Iowa State University in terms of their conduct. Irresponsible behavior can
affect the club’s privileges and negatively impact the club’s status in the Sport Clubs program.
Loss of funding, suspension of travel privileges, and denial of facility use requests are possible
sanctions to Sport Clubs exhibiting a pattern of inappropriate or irresponsible behavior. Loss of
privileges for a year or more can be deemed necessary and appropriate.” The investigation
determines that the club members acted irresponsibly, neglecting the safety standards within
the Crew Club Constitution.
The safety standards that were neglected, in Article VIII: Safety, on the date of incident and
days leading up to incident include:
o “Weather safety: Do not row in wind greater than 14mph, heavy rain, snow, or lightning;
use a lightning detector. Do not row in temperatures below freezing 32F. A boat’s ability
to launch will be at the coxswain’s discretion.”
o “If rowing between sundown and sunup, a 360°/all-around white light is required on the
opposite side of the boat of the coxswain. If wet docking while rowing in air temperatures
less than 36[°]F, a launch is required. The coxswain must carry an emergency
communication device.”
o “The launch driver must have a current boater safety certificate. The launch is to be
equipped with emergency supplies such as a cox kit, emergency communication device,
floatation devices, and space blankets.”
o “Coxswains are in charge of the safety of their boats and are responsible for not
launching if deemed unsafe. If weather conditions are predicted to be unfavorable,
coxswains are responsible for canceling their boats at least 90 minutes before the
scheduled meeting time. They are encouraged to discuss this decision with the Head
Coxswain if possible.”
CONCLUSION

Although the above recommendations are suggested for implementation with the ISU Crew Club,
most recommendations are applicable to other club and intramural teams. Therefore, it is further
endorsed that the supervision, health, and safety education recommendations be extended to all clubs
at ISU to mitigate student safety risks. Furthermore, and in conclusion, the USCAH team would suggest
completion of a full risk assessment of all club and intramural sports within the Recreation Services
department at ISU.
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